1. **Players:**
A team is a group of footballers playing together. There are 20 teams in the Premier League.

2. **Players:**
Defenders play at the back of the team. The job of a defender is to stop the attacks of the other team.

3. **Players:**
The captain is the leader of the team. The two captains shake hands before the game.

4. **Players:**
Full-backs play at the sides of the defence. Many full-backs also help the team to attack.

5. **Players:**
Centre-backs play in the middle of the defence. Most teams have two centre-backs.

6. **Players:**
Wingers play at the sides of the midfield and the attack. Most wingers can usually run fast.

7. **Players:**
The goalkeeper tries to stop the other team scoring goals. Goalkeepers can use their hands.

8. **Players:**
Strikers play at the front of the team. Most of the goals come from strikers.

9. **Players:**
A substitute comes onto the pitch in place of another player. Substitutes don’t start the game.

10. **Players:**
Midfielders play in the centre of the team. A midfielder must defend and attack.
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